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Problem 1

Using wagepan2.dta from the course website, we will begin our study of panel econometrics by
evaluating changes in industries on wage outcomes. Speci�cally, we will evaluate the following
basic regression:

log(wageit) = β0 + βManuManuit + βAgriAgriit + uit

Here, the natural log of wage in the dataset is already generated with "lwage". Manuit is a dummy
variable that identi�es whether the individual works in a manufacturing industry, and Agriit identi-
�es whether the individual works in agriculture. If the individual works in neither, you may assume
they work in services.

a. Please run this regression using pooled OLS, and interpret βManu and βAgri.

CODE:
tsset nr year
reg lwage manuf agric

ANSWER:

Holding all else constant, someone working in the manufacturing industry earns, on average,
22.4% more than they would working in the service industry.

Holding all else constant, someone working in the agriculture industry earns, on average, 30.7%
less than they would working in the service industry.
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b. Suppose that we wish to add individual e�ects, and we run:

log(wageit) = β0 + βManuManuit + βAgriAgriit + αi + uit

Please eliminate the individual e�ect using �rst di�erences, and interpret βManu and βAgri pre-
cisely. Please be sure to include all code used to run this regression.

CODE:
gen lwage_di� = D.lwage
gen manuf_di� = D.manuf
gen agric_di� = D.agric
reg lwage_di� manuf_di� agric_di�, noconstant

ANSWER:

The estimates for βManu and βAgri are .0791 and -.0353. To interpret these precisely we need
to take the exponential and subtract 1 from each:

β̂Manu : e.0853942 − 1 = .0891⇒ 8.91%

β̂Agri : e
−.0447453 − 1 = −.0438⇒ −4.38%

Within individuals, the short-run e�ect of switching industry of employment to manufacturing
from the service industry is a wage increase of 8.91%, on average.

Within individuals, the short-run e�ect of switching industry of employment to agriculture from
the service industry is a wage decrease of 4.38%, on average.

c. Please run the regression from 'b' using a �xed e�ects estimator, and interpret βManu and βAgri
precisely.

CODE:
xtreg lwage manuf agric, fe

ANSWER:
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The estimates for βManu and βAgri are .1403 and -.1301. To interpret these precisely we need
to take the exponential and subtract 1 from each:

β̂Manu : e.1403634 − 1 = .1507⇒ 15.07%

β̂Agri : e
−.1301406 − 1 = −.1220⇒ −12.2%

Within individuals, working in the agriculture industry is associated with a wage increase of
precisely 15.07%, on average, compared to the service industry.

Within individuals, working in the agriculture industry is associated with a wage decrease of
precisely 12.2%, on average, compared to the service industry.

d. Given the results in (b) and (c) in comparison with the results in (a), please comment on the
relationship of the observed e�ect αi to wages and industry choice.

ANSWER:

The coe�cients in (a) seem to be of greater magnitude than those in parts (b) and (c). This
suggests that failing to correct for di�erences in αi across individuals may be biasing the results.
In this case, the coe�cient β̂Manu seems to be larger in part (a) than the other parts, suggesting
upward bias in the coe�cient. If αi (i.e. ability) is positively related to earnings (i.e. people with
higher ability earn higher wages), then αi and Manufit have to be positively correlated to
produce the observed upward bias. Therefore, αi and Manufit must be positively correlated,
suggesting that people with higher ability level (αi) are more likely to select into jobs in the
manufacturing industry.

The same argument can be made for βAgri. Since the estimate in (a) seems to be more negative
that the estimates in (b) and (c), the estimate might be subject to downward bias. If, again, αi
(i.e. ability) is positively related to earnings (i.e. people with higher ability earn higher wages),
then αi and Agricit have to be negatively correlated to produce the observed downward

bias. Therefore, αi and Agricit must be negatively correlated, suggesting that people with lower
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ability level (αi) are more likely to select into jobs in the agriculture industry.

e. Please calculate precisely the e�ect on the wage of an individual that moves from agriculture
to manufacturing. Please show your work.

ANSWER:

ln(wageAgr) = β0 + βAgr

ln(wageMan) = β0 + βMan

Subtract ln(wageAgr) from ln(wageMan):

⇒ ln(wageMan)− ln(wageAgr) = (β0 + βMan)− (β0 + βAgr)

ln(
wageMan

wageAgr
) = βMan − βAgr

wageMan

wageAgr
= eβMan−βAgr

Subtract wageAgr

wageAgr from both sides to put it in terms of percent change:

wageMan

wageAgr
− wageAgr

wageAgr
= eβMan−βAgr − 1

wageMan − wageAgr

wageAgr
= eβMan−βAgr − 1

The answer to this depends on which speci�cation you choose to use for estimates for βMan and
βAgr. From parts b and c, respectively:
Part b:

eβ̂Man−β̂Agr − 1 = e.0791−(−.0353) − 1 = 0.121⇒ 21.1%

Part c:
eβ̂Man−β̂Agr − 1 = e.1404−(−.1301) − 1 = 0.311⇒ 30.1%

Within individuals, moving from the agriculture to the manufacturing industry increases earnings
by 21.1% (or 30.1%), on average.
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